
Business Fleet Tracking

Taking care 
of business



What drives us?
We’d like to help you take care of business. We understand that it’s not just what 
information your business has, but how it uses it that makes a real difference. We’ve 
designed our products specifically to turn information about the way your business 
vehicles are used, into services that help you get to where you are going, in smarter,  
safer and more cost-effective ways.

Always Visible.

With near real-time tracking, you’ll have complete visibility of your fleet through various  
platforms, giving you accurate updates on arrival and departure times, as well as the status  
of jobs in progress.

Always on Time.

Our Job Scheduling and Dispatching feature helps you improve the service to your customers  
by plotting driver routes, scheduling expected delivery times, call times on sites, arrivals  
and departures.

Always Secure.

Our Theft Retrieval service consists of highly-trained recovery teams with an extensive partnership 
network of vehicles and aircraft. You can also enjoy added levels of security with cargo door,  
fuel cap, and passenger door sensors that alert you of any suspicious activity.

By making every drive easier, safer and more efficient, we give your business the freedom  
to thrive.

Tracker, taking care of business. 



24/7 Satellite tracking, monitoring and communications solution 

throughout South Africa and sub-Saharan Africa.

Tracker Roam’s satellite technology delivers fast, and reliable, 
vehicle monitoring, allowing you to receive notifications to your 
email and cellphone. You can also monitor your vehicles through 
our user-friendly web interface anytime, from any place.

 

Roam



Ideal for cross-border application because it is not reliant on 
GSM networks.

Features and benefits

GPS Technology

Reliable operation in any weather due to geo-stationary satellite 
technology and rugged, low power transceivers.

Calculate the optimal route for your drivers to take and cut 
down on time spent on the road, which also reduces fuel costs.

Satelite Technology

Route Planning




